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Confirm that the examination paper is complete before you begin to answer it.  
It is recommended that you read the entire examination before you begin to answer it.  
Structure your answers well. Read the background information and questions carefully.  
Explain and justify your own assumptions where necessary.  

 
A manufacturer of microwave ovens delivers to an international market, and offers a 
product line consisting of different models from basic to top-of-the-line. 

The basic microwave oven system has buttons for selecting cooking time, start 
and cancel, as well as numeric keypad. It also has a display to show the cooking time 
left. In addition, the oven has a microwave heating element for cooking the food, a 
door sensor to sense when the door is open, and a weight sensor to detect if there is 
an object in the oven. Cooking is possible only when the door is closed and when 
there is something in the oven. 

Options available for more-advanced ovens are a beeper to indicate when cooking 
is finished, a light that is switched on when the door is open and when food is being 
cooked, and a turntable that turns during cooking. The microwave oven displays 
messages to the user such as prompts and warning messages. Because the oven is to 
be sold around the world, it must be able to vary the display language. The default 
language is English, but other possible languages are French, Spanish, German, 
Italian and Norwegian. The basic oven has a one-line display; time-of-day clock, 
which needs the multi-line display option. 

The top-of-the-line oven has a recipe cooking feature, which needs an analog 
weight sensor in place of the basic weight sensor, the multi-line display feature, and a 
multilevel power feature (high, medium, low) in place of the basic on/off power 
feature. Vendors can configure their microwave oven systems from these alternative 
features, although the feature dependency constraints described above must be 
obeyed. 
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Question 1 (50%) 
 
Quest. 1 Make a complete use case model (both diagram and textual description) and domain 

model for the microwave oven product line.  

 The optional functionality should as far as possible be modelled as variations and 
additions to the basic functionality, but it can also be made as separate use cases that 
are marked “optional”. The domain model should indicate which classes that belong to 
the basic model and which ones that are optional. 

 

Question 2 (50%) 
 

Quest. 2A What is maintainability? (HINT: Discuss different perspectives on and different uses 
of the concept maintainability.) (15%) 

Quest. 2B Give a short evaluation of Lehman’s first law of evolution (”Continuing change”). 
(10%) 

Quest. 2C Describe what you did in the compulsory project that could influence the 
maintainability of the software. (HINT: Many activities and choices may influence 
maintainability even though ensuring maintainability is not their primary goal.) (25%) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
End of examination 
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